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1. Introduction 
The study of rational languages (languages that are recognized by a finite 
automaton) has for a long time been closely related to the algebaic study of the syn- 
tactic semigroups and monoids (see the works of Eilenberg, Lallement, Simon, 
Schiitzenberger, ...). An especially interesting point of view in the study of these 
monoids is to consider the one-to-one correspondence between varieties of 
languages and varieties of semigroups (see Eilenberg, Pin, Simon,...). 
In this context, the syntactic study of codes, as developed in Schiitzenberger, 
Perrin, Perrot, Pin, Margolis and many others, has proved to be very significant 
in the description of varieties of languages. Further, the works of Perrin, Perrot, 
Lallement, E. and M. Le Rest, Restivo, etc., have emphasized the important part 
played by the groups in the syntactic monoid of the languages of the form X*, where 
X is a code, in relation with theory of varieties, but also in relation with 
Krohn-Rhodes-like decomposition theorems. 
A part of the previously mentioned works is devoted to the study of the groups 
in the syntactic monoid of X*, when X is a composed code X= Y o Z. The aim of 
this paper is to prove the following theorem, which generalizes previous results of 
Perrot and Lallement: 
Let Y and Z be codes - with Z finite - and let X= Y o Z. Then every group in 
M(X*), the syntactic monoid of X*, divides a generalized wreath product 
(Gl x... x Gn)oH, where GI, ...,G n are groups dividing M(Y*) and H is a group 
dividing M(Z*). 
The proof uses well-known algebraic tools of the theory of codes (unambiguous 
automata, unambiguous relation semigroups, flower automaton of a sub- 
monoid, ... ), but, for the convenience of the reader, we preferred to summarize the 
main definitions and to give complete proofs of most of the results. Indeed, the 
dispersion of the literature on the matter makes it difficult to gather the references. 
Moreover, we have restated some previously known results from a different point 
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of view. The results are of interest in themselves for the theory of semigroups anti 
can lead to further applications in the theory of codes. 
In Section 2, we recall the main definitions and elementary properties of the rele. 
vant notions. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the generalized wreath product 
(or substitution product) and leads to a description of idempotents and groups ia 
such a product. Further (in Section 4), we recall the relation between unambiguous 
automata, unambiguous relation semigroups and codes. This section extends to the 
study of a particular automaton, the flower automaton, that can be associated to 
each submonoid of a free monoid A*. In Section 5, we state and prove the announc. 
ed result and give some additional applications. 
2. Terminology and notations 
We first give some relevant notations and conventions. 
Let A be an alphabet (i.e. a finite set). Then A* denotes the free monoid and A + 
the free scmigroup on A. The empty word is denoted by 1. 
A language L is a subset of A*. The syntactic semigroup and the syntactic monoid 
of L are denoted by S(L) and M(L). Let us recall that they are given by the transition 
semigroup and monoid of the minimal automaton that recognizes L. S(L) and M(L) 
are also the quotients of A* and A + by the coarsest (less fine) congruence that 
refines L. This congruence, called the syntactic ongruence of L is given by x~y 
i ff  for any two words u and v in A*, both uxo and uyv are in L or both are not in. 
Let S and T be two semigroups. We denote by E(S) the set of idempotents of S and 
we write S< T (S divides T) if S is a morphic image of a subsemigroup of T. 
2.1. Unambiguous relation semigroups and monoids 
Let Q be a set. A relation on Q is a subset of the direct product Q x Q. It is useful 
to represent relations on Q by Q x Q-matrices with entries in B = {0, 1}, the boolean 
semiring. Then, the set of relations on Q, with its classical multiplication is isomor- 
phic to B Q x (2 
Let M be a semigroup of relations on Q. (Q, M) is an unambiguous relation 
semigroup (u.r.s.) if it verifies the following property: for any m, n in M and for 
any p, q in Q, (mn)p,q =1 iff there exists a unique r in Q such that (m)p,r = 1 = (n)r,q. 
This means that the product in B 0 x Q of any two elements of M is computed 
without the necessity of performing an addition of non-zero terms. Since one can 
consider B 0x0  as a subset of N 0×0, one can verify easily that an equivalent 
definition is: (Q, M) is an u.r.s, iff the product of any two elements of Mcomputed 
in B 0 x Q is equal to their product computed in N 0x 0 
Unambiguous relation monoids (u.r.m.) are u.r.s, containing the identity re- 
lation. Note that an u.r.s, with an identity is not necessarily an u.r.m. 
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An u.r.s, is transitive if, for any elements p and q of Q, there is an element m 
of M such that (m)p,q = 1. 
Examples. (1) The semigroups of partial functions (or functions, or inverse of func- 
tions, or inverse of partial functions) on Q are u.r.s. 
(2) If Q has 3 elements, let [ 0j  000j 
m= 0 00  and n= 1 0 1 . 
000  100  
Then, m and n generate an u.r.s, of 11 elements and an u.r.m, of 12 elements (i.e. 
the identity relation is not in the semigroup generated by m and n). 
2.2. Varieties 
We give the basic definitions on varieties. For more details, the reader is referred 
to Eilenberg [2], Lallement [3] and Pin [5]. 
Let us recall that a variety of semigroups (resp. of monoids) is a class of finite 
sernigroups (resp. monoids) closed under division and finite direct product. 
If H is a variety of g roups , / t  will denote the variety of the monoids M, such that 
any group in M is in H. If H=I ,  the variety reduced to the trivial group, H=A is 
the variety of aperiodic semigroups. G will denote the variety of all groups. 
Let V and W be two varieties of semigroups. Then V ,  W is the variety of 
semigroups generated by all the semidirect products S • T, where S is in V and T is 
in W. 
If V is any variety, the local variety of V is the variety L V of all semigroups S
such that, for each idempotent e of S, eSe is in V. Two important cases are LI, the 
variety of locally trivial semigroups, and LG, the variety of the semigroups which 
are locally groups. Notice that for any variety V, LI, V= L V. Further, for any varie- 
ty of groups H, the local variety of/-7 is equal to /4 .  Since A =i ,  we also have 
LA =A. 
Finally, if k is a non-negative integer, Nil k is the variety of the semigroups M, 
such that M has a zero, 0, and Mk=O. Then, Nil, the variety of all nilpotent 
semigroups, is the union of the Nil k for all integers k > 0. 
A relational morphism tl : S~ T is a relation such that 
(1) for each s in S, sq is not empty; 
(2) for each s and s' in S, (sr/)(s'r/)C (ss')tl. 
Let V be a variety of semigroups and let l/: M~N be a relational morphism, i1 
is a V-morphism if, for any subsemigroup N'  of N which is in tl, N'r/-1 is also in 
IT. If V=A,  a V-morphism is called aperiodic. 
Let us recall a proposition giving a useful characteristic property of V-relational 
morphisms for some varieties 1I. See [5] for a proof. 
Proposition 2.1. Let H be a variety o f  groups closed under semidirect product. Let 
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V be one of  the following varieties A, LL LG, I~, LH  and let tl" M ~ N be a rela. 
tional morphism, tl is a F-relational morphism iff, for each idempotent e of N, 
etl-l is in V. 
Let r/: S ~ T be a relational morphism, r/is injective iff, for each s and s' in S, 
(st/) N (s'r/) ~: O implies s = s'. Injective relational morphisms characterize division of 
semigroups by the following proposition (for a proof, see [5]). 
Proposition 2.2. S < T i f f  there exists an injective relational morphism rl : S ~ T. In 
this case, rl is a V-morphism for any variety of  semigroups V. 
2.3. Codes and composition 
Let A be a finite alphabet. A code on A is a language X in A +. such that the sub- 
monoid X* of A* is free with basis X. 
Let A and B be alphabets. Let Z be a code on A and Y be a code on B. Finally, 
let ~, be a bijection from B onto Z and tp the induced injective morphism ~ : B*--,A*. 
If X= Y~, then X is a code on A called the composed code of Y over Z by (p, and 
denoted by X= Y % Z. 
3. Wreath product 
In this section, we recall the definition of the generalized wreath product given 
by Sakarovitch and we give a description of idempotents, local submonoids and 
groups in a wreath product. Further, we study the canonical skeleton morphism 
from a generalized wreath product M o N onto N. 
3.1. Definitions 
For any semigroup M we shall denote by M ° the semigroup obtained by adding 
to M an extra element 0, acting as a zero. 
The following definition, due to Sakarovitch [7], is meant o extend the classical 
notion of wreath product of transformation semigroups (see [2]). 
Let (Q, N)  be an u.r.s, and let Mbe a semigroup. The generalized wreath produa 
(or substitution product) M D N is the set of Q × Q-matrices m with entries in ig0 
obtained by replacing, in a matrix of N, each nonzero entry by an element of M. 
More formally, let m be in (MO) QxQ. m is in MoN i f f  there exists n in N such 
Vp, q~Q, (n)p,q = 1 *~ (m)p, qEM 
and (n)p,q = 0 ~ (m)p,q = 0. 
Clearly, for each m in MDN, there is a unique n in B QxQ satisfying the previous 
condition, n is called the skeleton of m. 
f 
that: 
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Since (Q,N) is an u.r.s., the product of two elements of N (in B Q×Q or  in 
NQ ×Q) can be computed without ever doing an addition of non-zero terms. Thus, 
the multiplication of matrices makes M [] N a semigroup. 
Remark 1. If M has a zero, this zero must not be confounded with the element 0 
of M ° and should be noted otherwise: 0M for instance. 
If N is empty, then so is M o N. If M is empty, then M o N is empty iff the null 
relation is not in N. If it is in N, then MoN has one element: the matrix with all 
entries equal to 0. 
Remark 2. Suppose that M and N are groups• Then M o N is a group isomorphic 
to MoN, the wreath product in the sense of Eilenberg. 
It is easy to see that the mapping r / :M [] N~N which assigns to each element m 
of M °N its skeleton is a surjective morphism, called the skeleton morphism. 
We now give some properties of the generalized wreath product and of its 
skeleton morphism. 
By wreath product, we always mean generalized wreath product. 
3.2. Idempotents in a wreath product 
We first recall some properties of the idempotents in an u.r.s. (More details can 
be found in Berstel-Perrin [1].) 
Let (Q,N) be an u.r.s, and e be an idempotent of N. Let S=Fix(e)= 
{qeQl(e)q,q= 1} be the set of fixed points of e. If S is not empty, we denote by 
c, 1, c' and l' the restrictions of e to Q x S, S x Q, (Q \ S) x s and S x (Q \ S). 
Further, y denotes the application from eNe into B sxs defined, for each n in eNe, 
by ny = Inc. With these notations, we have: 
Proposition 3.1 [1]. S is empty iff  e is the null relation. I f  S is not empty, then 
(1) elsxs=Clsxs=llsxs=ids, 
(2) e=cl, 
(3) l'c'=O, 
(4) y is the restriction mapping from eNe onto (eNe)ls×s and it is an 
isomorphism. 
The following figures summarize the results of (1) and (2): 
• }s and l=( ids  I 1' )}s C'- }Q\S  
s Q\S  
S 
| p 
e=c l=(  ids I 1 '~}s 
c' i--21-'-]}Q\s" 
S Q\S  
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Let now f be an idempotent of M o N. Since r/is a morphism, e =fq is an idern. 
potent of N. Let S = Fix(e). If S is empty, f is the matrix with all entries equal to 
0. If S is not empty, e admits a decomposition e = cl as above, from which we Will 
deduce a decomposition of f .  
Let c, L c', 1' be the restrictions of f to Q x S, S × Q, (Q \ S) × S and S x (Q \ S). 
c,/, c, l' are the skeletons of c,/, c', 1', and we have 
Proposition 3,2. lc is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries in E(M). l'c'=O and 
| ! { lc: t )}s 
f=~-c . - i - c ;~- J}Q\S  =cl" 
s Q\s  
Proof. (a) (l'c')rl = (l')rl(c')rl = l'c" = O. Hence l'c' = O. 
(b) (lc)rl = lc and lc is the identity relation on S. Hence lc is a diagonal matrix. 
(c) If p and q are in Q, 
(f)p,q=(f2)p,q 
= E (f)p,s(f)s~q + E (f)p,r(f)r,q 
scS r~QkS 
=(¢,l)p,q+ ~ (f)p,r(f)r,q" 
r~Q\S 
But if r is in Q\  S, (e)p,r(e)r,q=O and hence (f)p,r(f)r,q'-O. Thus, f=cl.  
(d) The same computation for p and q in Q\S  proves that (f)p,q=(cT)p,q. 
Thus, fl(Q\S)x(Q\S)= ¢'I'. 
(e) Finally, for each s and t in S, 
(lC)s,t = ~ (1)~q(e)q,l= ~ (f)~q(f)q,t=(f2)~t=(f)~t • q~Q q~Q 
Thus, lc=(f)  [sxs. 
3.3. Local monoids of  M o N 
We keep the same notations as before. Similarly, we define 
y: f (MoN) f  ~(M°)  sxs by my=lmc. 
Proposition 3.3. For each m in f (MoN) ,  my is the restriction of  m to S xS; 
moreover, y is an isomorphism onto its image. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, y is an isomorphism from eNe onto (eNe)Isxs. Conse- 
quently, if m is in y(MoN)f, then my is in MD ((eNe)[sxs) =(Mo (eNe))[s×s. 
Let now m and m' be in f (M o N) f  and let s and t be in S. 
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(mT)~t : 
p, qeQ 
p,q~Q 
(l) p(m)p,q(C)q,t 
(f)s, p(m)p, q(f)q, t = ( fmf)s,t  
Thus, 7 is the announced restriction. 
(a) 7 is a morphism, since 
(m)r(m')7 = (lmc)(lm'c) 
:<m)s,,. 
= lm(cl)m'c = l(mfm ')c = l(mm')c = (mm')7. 
(b) Finally, suppose m7 = m'7. This means that lmc = lm'c. Multiplying left by c 
and right by I we get clmcl = clm'cl. But this is equivalent to fmf=fm' f  and thus 
~=m' .  
So, 7 is injective, and this completes the proof. 
The above proposition proves that the following diagram is commutative 
r/ 
f (M o N) f  ~ eNe 
( f (MoN) f ) l sx  s ~ls×s , (eNe)lsx s
where ¢= r/7 = 7(r/Isxs) is the morphism which assigns to each g in f (MoN) f  the 
skeleton of the restriction of g to S x S, or, equivalently, the restriction to S x S of 
the skeleton of g. 
3.4. Groups in a wreath product 
Let G be a group in M o N with unit f .  Then, G is a subgroup of G(f),  the 
group of units of f (M t~ N)f .  Let e =fr /be  the skeleton of f and let S be the set of 
fixed points of e. If S is empty, G is reduced to one element: the matrix with all 
entries equal to 0. 
Let us now suppose tht S is not empty. Since G is a subgroup of G(f) ,  Proposition 
3.3 shows that ~o induces an morphism from G onto G~ = (Gr/)7. Further, fq~ = 
is the identity relation on S and thus, Grp is contained in the group of units of 
B s×s, namely ~(S),  the permutation group on S. 
Now, let H=Ker(¢~). Then, by [2], G divides Hn (G/H). But G/H is isomor- 
phic to G~ = Gr/7. Therefore G/H divides Gr/, Gr/divides N and thus G/H divides 
N. On the other hand, we claim that H divides M s. 
Indeed, H={geGIglsxs is diagonal}. For each s in S, the application 
Ker(~o)--, M, g ~. (g)~ s, is a morphism. Let Hs be its image. Hs is a group in M and 
Ker(~o) is clearly isomorphic to a subgroup of 1-IsesHs. Therefore, Ker(q~) divides 
s" 
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So, we have proved: 
Proposition 3.4. I f  G is a group in M o iV, then G admits a normal subgroup H 
dividing M s such that G /H  divides N. 
We now present similar results for two special groups of a semigroup. 
For any monoid T, let us denote by U(T) its group of units or invertible lements. 
Proposition 3.5. Let M be a monoid and (Q, N)  be an u.r.m. Then 
U(M [] N)  = U(M) o U(N). 
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that M o N is a monoid with Unit obtained by 
replacing in the identity matrix over Q each non-zero entry by the unit of M, l~a" 
Notice now that, since the unit of N is idQ, U(b0 is exactly the intersection of N 
with the permutation group over Q. Let now m be an element of U(M) o U(N). Its 
skeleton is a permutation s over Q. Let now n be the element of M o N obtained 
by replacing in s-  l the non-zero entry of row q by the inverse in M of the non-zero 
entry of column q of m. One checks immediately that mn=nm = 1MoN. 
Conversely, let m be in U(M o N). Then its skeleton s is a permutation over Q 
and thus m is in Mo U(N). Let n be the inverse of m in M o N. Its skeleton is 
necessarily the inverse permutation s -1. Consider now x, the non-zero entry of row 
q of m and y the non-zero entry of column q of n. Since nm = 1MoN, xy= 1M and 
thus x is in U(M). So, m is in U(M) o U(N). 
Let S be a semigroup without zero admitting a unique minimal ideal (for instance 
if S is finite). The Sushkewitsch group of S, G(S), defined up to an isomorphism, 
is a maximal group in the minimal ideal of S. Let now S be a semigroup with zero 
admitting a unique 0-minimal ideal (this is true of the syntactic semigroup of X + 
and of the syntactic monoid of X* where X is a rational code). In this case, the 
Sushkewitsch group of S, G(S), defined up to an isomorphism, is a maximal group 
in the 0-minimal ideal of S. 
Let M be a semigroup and (Q, N) be an u.r.s, such that both M and N have a 
Sushkewitsch group (i.e., each of them either has no zero and a unique minimal 
ideal or has a zero and a unique 0-minimal ideal) and let us consider M o N. 
First, notice that it is straightforward to verify that MaN has a zero iff either 
the null relation is in N, or both M and N have zeroes. Next, for each idempotent 
e of N, we define its rank to be the cardinal of Fix(e) (for further discussions about 
rank, see Le Rest [4] and [1]). 
We can now state the following 
Proposition 3.6. I f  M, N and M o N admit Sushkewitsch groups, and i f  the idem- 
potents o f  the minimal ideal o f  N are o f  finite rank, then G(M o Iv') divides 
C,(M) n o G(N) with n in N. 
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proof. Let us suppose first that m has a zero mo and N has none. Let D~ be the 
minimal ideal of N. It is easy to verify that {m0} []DI is the minimal ideal of 
M~N. Since {m0}ODl is isomorphic to D1, G(M[]N)=G(N). In this case, we 
need only to assume the existence of the Sushkewitsch group of N. 
In all other cases, let DI and DE be the minimal or 0-minimal ideals (according 
to the case) of N and M. Then D2 [] D1 is an ideal of M [] N and since we assumed 
the existence of a minimal or 0-minimal ideal D of M oN, D is contained in 
I)2~D1. Thus groups in D are groups in D2[]DI and, by Proposition 3.4, 
G(M[] N) divides G(M) sD G(N) where S is the set of fixed points of an idempo- 
tent of N. We obtain the announced result since, by assumption, S is finite. 
3.5. Properties of the skeleton morphism and preservation of  V-morphism through 
wreath products 
Let M be a finite semigroup and (Q, N) be an u.r.s, on a finite set Q. The follow- 
ing propositions ummarize the main properties of the skeleton morphism r/. 
proposition 3.7. Let H and H' be two varieties of  groups. I f  M is in H and N is 
in H', then M [] N is in H .  H'. Consequently, if H is a variety of groups closed 
under semidirect product, and if  M is in H, then 17 is a H-morphism. 
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of the fact that a wreath product 
M o N of two groups is equal to a semidirect product g Q *N. TO prove the se- 
cond statement, consider a group N'  in N such that N'  is in H. Then 
N't/- l = M [] N', and, since M is in H, M [] N'  is in H • H = H. 
Let now M'  be another finite semigroup, and let ~0 :M- ,M'  be a relational mor- 
phism. (p induces a relational morphism ~,:MoN--,M' aN that assigns to any m 
in M [] N the set of all m" in M '  [] N obtained by replacing in m each non-zero en- 
try x by an element of x(0. 
Notice that if m is in MoN and m' is in m~t, then m and m' have the same 
skeleton in N. In other words, the following diagram commutes 
MoN )M'oN 
N 
Let us suppose first that ~ is injective and let m and m' be in M oN. If 
rn~t3m'~,  let m" be in m~Nm'~.  Then mtl=m~tl=m'tl=n. Let p and q be 
in Q such that np, q= l. mp, q is in mp, q(ONm;,qq~ and thus mp, q=m;,q. So m=m'. 
By Proposition 2.2, this proves 
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Proposition 3.8. I f  ¢ is injective, then so is ~,. Or, equivalently, M< M" implies 
MoN<M'DN.  
We prove now the following 
Proposition 3.9. Let H be a variety o f  groups closed under semidirect product. Let 
V be one o f  the following varieties A, LI, LG, Ii, LH. I f  ~ is a V-relational mot. 
phism, then so is ¢/. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, it suffices to prove that for each idempotent f '  in 
M, oN ' f ,~- i  is in V. Let e=f ' t l  and let fbe  in E(f'~u-l). If e is the null relation, 
then f '  is the matrix with all entries equal to 0 and f'~u -1 has only one element. If 
not, then let S= Fix(e). By Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, 
/ ids " ~}S 
e= k . . . .  ~ /}Q\S  
! 
s Q\s  
and for each s in S, f~s is in E(M')  and f~s is in f~s~ -I NE(M).  By Proposition 3.3, 
f ( f '~u- l ) f  is isomorphic to :ls×s(f'w- )ls×sfls×s and hence is isomorphic to 
l-lsesfs, s(f~sO-1)fs, . Thus, if ~ is a V-relational rnorphism, for each s in 
S,f~s(f~so- l ) f~s is in V and hence so is f ( f '~u- l ) f .  So f 'w  -l is in LV. But, for 
each of our V's, LV= V and hence f,~,-1 is in V and ~u is a V-relational 
morphism. 
Corollary 3.10. With the same notations as in Proposition 3.8, i f  M is in V, then 
the skeleton morphism tl : M D N ~ N is a V-morphism. 
Proof. Let (a be the morphism M ~ { 1 }. Since M is in V, ~ is a V-morphism. Thus 
~, is a V-morphism. But ~, is exactly the skeleton morphism t/and hence r/is a F- 
morphism. 
Finally, if M is in Nilkl and N is in Nilk2 and if k = max(kl, k2), then M o N is in 
Nil k . 
Indeed, let no and mo be the zeroes of N and M and let m~, .. . ,mk be elements 
of M D N:  (ml "" mk)tl = (ml)tl "" (mk)tl = no, and the non-zero entries of ml" -  mk 
are products of k elements of M, and hence are equal to mo. 
Thus we have 
Proposition 3.11. I f  M is Nil, ,  then 11 is a Nil,-morphism. 
I f  M is in Nil, then 17 is a Nil-morphism. i, 
Remark. If N is in Nilk and its zero is the null relation, then for any semigroup M. 
M t~ N is also in Nil k. 
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4. Codes and unambiguous automata 
In this section, we review the elementary properties of unambiguous automata 
and their relation to codes. We develop more precisely two special types of automata 
that can be associated to any language: the flower and the sagittal automata. For 
more details about unambiguous automata nd codes, the reader is referred to [1]. 
4.1. Unambiguous automata 
U.r.m. and codes are in close relation with the classical unambiguous automata. 
Let us recall that an automaton on an alphabet A is a triple ~[ = (Q, F, 1) where 
Q is the set of the states of ~I, F, the set of the arrows of ~, is a subset of Q x A x Q, 
and 1 is a distinguished element of Q. If f=  (p, a, q) is in F, we shall represent i by 
pa_~q. 
A path in 9.I is a finite sequence c = el , . . . ,  cn of consecutive arrows of ~I, that is 
Ci = (Pi, ai, qi) ( i=  1, . . . ,  n) and, for i = 1 to n - 1, qi =Pi+ 1. P l  is the source of c, qn 
is its target, the word w=al ... an is the label of c and n is its length. The qi's, for 
i= 1 to n - 1, are the interior states of c and c is said to be simple if 1 is not one 
of its interior states. 
Each automaton ~[ induces a morphism of monoids (o :A*--~B QxQ, defined by 
the images of the letters: for each a in A and for each couple of states (p, q), 
((a)tp)p,q = 1 iff (p, a, q) is in F, 
((a)tp)p,q=O iff (p,a,q) is not in F. 
is called the representation of 9.I. The following result is well-known. 
Proposition 4.1. Let 
tion. Then, for any 
iff there exist paths 
~l be an automaton on the alphabet A and (o be its representa- 
word w of  A* and for  any state p and q of  Q, ((w)(O)p,q =1 
in ~I, from p to q, with label w. 
Now, a state q of  ~1 is said to be accessible (resp. coaccessible) if there exists a 
path in ~[ from 1 to q (resp. from q to 1). 
~I is normalized if each of its states is both accessible and coaccessible. This means 
that all states are used to describe the set of all paths in ~I from 1 to 1. 
~I is said to be unambiguous if no two different paths with equal sources and 
targets have the same label. 
Proposition 4.2 [1]. ~ is unambiguous i f f  (Q,A*tp) is an u.r.m. (resp. (Q,A+tp) is 
an u.r.s.). I f  this is the case, then ~[ is normalized i f f  (Q,A*~) is transitive. 
Let ~I=(Q,F, 1) be an automaton on A, tp be its representation a d q be a state 
of ~I. The stabilizer of q in (A*)~p is the set Stab(q) of elements m of (A*)~ such that 
(m)q,q:#0; Stab(q) is a submonoid of  (A*)~p. 
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The language L(92) recognized by 92 is the set of the labels of the paths from 1 
to 1 in 92. L(92) is a submonoid of A* and is also the inverse image by ~ of the 
stabilizer of 1. 
Let X be the set of the words w in A + such that there exists a non-empty simple 
path from 1 to 1 in 92, with label w. Then X generates L(92) and we have the 
following 
Proposition 4.3. M(X*) <A*~p and S(X +) <A+~p. 
Proof. Since X* (resp. X +) is the inverse image by ~p of the stabilizer of 1 in A*cp, 
A*~p (resp. A+~p) recognizes X* (resp. X+). Thus, by [3], M(X*) divides A*~p (resp. 
S(X +) divides A +~p). 
Proposition 4.4 [1]. Let 92 be an automaton and X be defined as above: if92 is unam- 
biguous, then X is a code. Conversely, suppose that 9.I is normalized, that X is a 
code, and that assigning to each simple path in from 1 to 1 its label is a one-to-one 
correspondance between the set of  simple paths from 1 to 1 and X. Then 9.[ is 
unambiguous. 
Example. The automaton 
a 
a 
~2 
/ 
3~b 
is unambiguous and normalized. X= a + ab+a, which is a code. 
Remark. If 92 is an unambiguous normalized automaton, many properties of the 
code X can be read on the properties of the u.r.m. (Q, (A*)~). For instance, one can 
check easily that X is a complete code iff (A*)~p does not contain the null relation 0. 
Conversely, for each code X in A +, there exist unambiguous automata such that 
L(Q)=X*. Two special cases of such automata re the flower and the sagittal 
automata. 
4.2. Flower and sagittal automata of  a language 
4.2(a). Flower automaton 
For any language X in A +, let S= {(u, o)eA + xA+]uoeX} O {(1, 1)}. Then, the 
flower automaton of X, ~(X), is the automaton (S,F,(I, 1)) with arrows: 
(u, ao) a, (ua, o) if uao is in X and u and o are non-empty words; 
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(1, 1) a ---~ (a, o) 
(u,a)-~a (1, 1) 
a 
(1,1) ,(1,1) i f a i s inX ;  
and this for each letter a in A. 
if ao is in X and v is not the empty word; 
if ua is in X and u is not the empty word; 
Example. If X = { abb, baa, bab}, 
b 
(ab, b ) ,  (a, bb) 
a 
(b, aa) , (ba, a) 
(1, 1) ~ /  
(ha, b) ,  (b, ab) a 
It appears that assigning to each simple path in ~(X) from (1, 1) to (1, 1) (the 
'petals' of ~(X)) its label is a one-to-one correspondance onto X. Thus, by Proposi- 
tion 4.4, X is a code iff ~¢(X) is unambiguous. 
Let X be a language on A and ~, the representation of the flower automaton of 
X. Let Pet(X*) = (A*)~,. Then (Q, Pet(X*)) is the f lower relation monoid (an u.r.m. 
iff X is a code) and ¢/is the f lower morphism of X. The flower relation semigroup 
of X (an u.r.s, iff X is a code) is (Q, Pet(X+)), where Pet(X+)=A+¢/. 
The following technical emma makes explicit the definition of ~,. 
Lemma 4.5. Let X be a language on A, w a word in A*  and s = (p, q) and t = (p', q') 
two states of  ~(X) .  Then 
(W~)s,t= l i f f  
or 
(1) pwq'=pq=p'q '  is in X; 
(2) there exists d in X*  such that w = qdp'. 
The two cases are summarized by the fol lowing figures. 
p '  q '  w 
{ ,,,.. v ) "" k__, 
p q p q d p '  q '  
I I 
w 
Case (1) Case (2) 
Proof. Suppose (wq/ )s , t  = 1: there is a path c in ~(X)  from s to t with label w. 
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Case (1). No interior state of c is (1, 1). Then s and t are on the same 'petal' and 
w is the 'direct' path from s to t. Thus, p '=pw and q = wq' and we have (1). 
Case (2). There are interior states of c equal to (1, 1). Then, considering the first 
and the last state of c equal to (1, 1), we obtain a decomposition of c= c~c2c 3 where 
the source and target of c 2 are (1, 1) and no state of Cl (resp. c3) is equal to (1, I) 
except for its target (resp. its source). This decomposition i duces a factorization 
of w, w= WlW2W3, where w~, w2, w3 are the respective labels of c l, c 2 and c 3. Since 
c~ is the shortest path from s = (p, q) to (1, 1), Wl = q. Similarly w3 =p'.  And since 
c 2 is a path from (1, 1) to (1, 1), w 2 is in X*. 
Conversely, it is easy to verify that, if w verifies (1) or (2), then (wC/)s, t = 1. 
4.2(b). Sagittal automaton 
Let X be a language on A, and let P={ueA* I~to~A + and uoEX} be the set 
of proper left factors of X. We note that the empty word is in P. 
~/(X), the sagittal automaton of X, is the automaton with set of states P, initial 
and terminal state the empty word 1, and arrows: u a~ua if u and ua are in p 
and u-~a 1 if u is in P and ua is in X, and this for each letter a in A. 
Example. Let X= {ab, abb}. Then ~(X) is: 
b 
1/ - - -~ ,  a 
b 
b 
' ab .  
/ 
Just like in the flower automaton, there is "a one-to-one correspondance from X 
onto the simple paths in g(X) from 1 to 1 and thus, by Proposition 4.4, X is a code 
iff g(X) is unambiguous. 
If X is the representation f the sagittal automaton of X, we denote Sag(X*) its 
image: (P, Sag(X*)) is the sagittal relation monoid (an u.r.m, iff X is a code) and 
Z is the sagittal morphism of X. (P, Sag(X+)) is the sagittal relation semigroup (an 
u.r.s, iff X is a code) of X, where Sag(X +) =A+z. 
4.3. A property of  the flower morphism 
4.3(a). Let X be a language in A + and q~ be the syntactic morphism of X*. Let 
9.1= (Q,F, 1) be any automaton such that X is the set of the labels of the non-empty 
simple paths in 9.1 from 1 to 1 (see Section 4.1) and let ~ be the representation f 
~. The following lemma is standard. 
Proposition 4.6. There exists a surjective morphism a'A*~--,M(X*) such that 
Qa = q~, i.e., making the following diagram commutative. 
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A*a 
J 
A* a \ 
M(X*) 
proof. Suppose wQ = w'o and u and o are words in A* such that uwo is in X*. Then, 
u¢wLooO stabilizes 1 in 9.I and thus, so does uQw'QoQ. Hence, uw'o is in X*. Thus 
w and w' have the same contexts in X* and this is equivalent o the equality 
we= w'~p. Now, a, defined by w~oa= w~p for each w in A*, is the announced 
morphism. 
Let now ~g and 2: be the flower and sagittal morphism of X. We have the com- 
mutative diagram: 
A* 
Sag(X*) 
?/  [o 
, M(X*) 
Pet(X*) 
Proposition 4.7. Let w and w' be two words in A* such that wet= w'q/. Then, 
wX=w'x. 
Corollary. B: Pet(X*) ~ Sag(X*), w~, ~, wx, defines a surjective morphism, which 
makes the following diagram commutative: 
A* 
Sag(X*) 
Pet(X*) 
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Proof. Notice first that, for any two states u and o of the sagittal relation monoid 
(P, Sag(X*)) of  X, and for any word w of A*, (WX)u,o= 1 iff there exists d in X* 
such that uw = do. 
Suppose now w~,= w'¢/and (WX)u,o= 1, i.e., uw=do,  with d in X*. Then, 
either u=dlp l  and w=qld2o, with dl,d2 in X* and (pl ,ql)  in S; 
or u = do I and O=Ol w. 
Hence, if o' is in A* such that (o, o') is in S (such a o' exists since o is a proper left 
factor of X), then, 
either (wlff)(p,, q,), (o, o') ~- 1 ; 
This is equivalent to, 
either (w'~/)(p,,q,),(o,o,) = 1; 
and hence, 
So, 
or ( w~U)(v,, wv')(v, ,) = 1. 
! 
or (w )(v,, wv'~ (v,v') = 1, 
Pet(X*) 
either uw'=dlP lq ld3o or uw'=dlo;  
uw'=dolwo'd4o=doo'd4o or uw'=do.  
Thus, in both cases, uw'= d'o, with d'  in X*, and (w'Z)u, o = 1. wx and w'x, having 
the same non-zero entries, are hence equal. 
4.3(b). This result admits an extension in the case where X is a code. Let then 
= (Q,F, 1) be a normalized unambiguous automaton recognizing X* and Q be its 
representation. 
Proposition 4.8 [1]. Let w and w' be words in A* such that we/= w'~u. Then, 
wQ= w'Q. 
Corollary. f l ' :  Pet(X*)~A~, we/~. w#, defines a surjective morphism which makes 
the following diagram commutative: 
, 
either w'=qld30 or plw'=o;  
or w'= wo'd4o or olw'= o, with d3, d4 in X*. 
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proof. Let we/be equal to w'~u and let p and q be states of ~ such that (W~)p,q = 1. 
Since 9.I is normalized, there exist simple paths c, from 1 to p, and c', from q to 1. 
Let u and v' be their respective labels (if p = 1 (resp. q = 1), we choose u (resp. v') 
to be the empty word). Then, uQwQo'O stabilizes 1in 9.1 and thus, uwo' is in X*. So, 
uwv'=xlx2...xn with the xi's in X. 
Since c is simple and since ~ is unambiguous, u is a proper left factor of xl and 
v' is a proper right factor of xn. 
Suppose that u and v' are not empty words (i.e., p and q are not equal to 1): 
xl ~ uo with s = (u, o) in S and xn = u'o' with s '=  (u', o') in S. So, uwo'= uoxt.., xn = 
xl...xn_lu'o'. Thus, by Lemma 4.5, (wc/)s,s,=l. Hence, (w'~)~s,=l.  Now, two 
cases arise: 
Case 1 w'= odu" with d in X*. p o d u' • ;1 ,1 ~ q constitutes a path in ~ with 
label w' and thus, (w'Q)p,q = 1. 
u'o' So, 1 u v u' v' Case 2: uw'o'=uo= . , p ,1 and 1 ,q ,1 are paths in 9.I, 
that are equal by unambiguity of ~I, and also equal to the path from 1 to 1 with label 
W' uw'o'. Thus, there is a path p • ,q in 9.1 and hence (w'LO)p,q= 1. 
• Suppose now that p = 1 (i.e., u is the empty word) and q is not 1 (the symmetric 
case where p is not 1 and q is 1 can be treated similarly). Then xn=u'o' with 
s'=(u',o') in S. So, wo'=xl. . .xn_lu'o'  and thus, (w~u)O,l~s.=l. Hence, 
(w'~u)0 ' l),s, = 1; 
Xl "'" Xn-  1 U" O" 
1 ~1 'q  "~1 
is the path from 1 to 1 with label wo'. Thus, there exists a path 1 ~ q in ~ with label 
w' and hence (w'Q)l, q = 1. 
Suppose finally that p= 1 = 1 (i.e., u and o are equal to the empty word): w is in 
X* and since w~ = w'~u, w' is also in X. Thus, (w'#)l, l = 1. 
4.4• Properties o f  the canonical morphism a: Pet(X*)~ M(X*) 
4.4(a). Let X be a finite language on A. We keep the same notation as above. The 
main result of this section is the following: 
Theorem 4.9 [4]. Let X be a finite language on A. The morphism ct : Pet(X*)--, 
M(X*) is an aperiodic morphism and its restriction to Pet(X +), a :  Pet(X +)~ S(X +), 
is a Ll-morphism. Consequently, each group dividing Pet(X*) divides also M(X*), 
and conversely. 
Before proving Theorem 4.9, let us first give two corollaries. 
Corollary 1. The same result holds for the morphism a ' :  Sag(X*)--* M(X*). 
Proof. We use the notations of the diagram in Proposition 4.7. By Proposition 4.7, 
tt=/~a' and thus a '= l / - la .  Now p-1 is an injective relational morphism and hence 
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a V-morphism for any variety of semigroups V (see [5]). Therefore, if a is aperiodic 
(resp. locally trivial), so is t~'. 
Corollary 2. I f  X is a finite code and ~I is an unambiguous normalized automaton 
recognizing X* and Q is its representation, then the same result holds for 
a'" A*~ ~M(X*). 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as for Corollary 1, but invoking Proposi- 
tion 4.8. 
4.4(b). The proof of Theorem 4.9 relies on the following lemma and proposition. 
We shall denote by F the set of interior factors of X, i.e. 
F= {weA*[A+wA +nX:/:O}. 
Lemma 4.10 [4]. Let u and 0 be in A* and w be in A* \  F. I f  uq~ = 0~0, then 
Proof. Let s=(p,q) and t=(p',q')  be in S, such that ((wuw)~')s,t= 1. Then, since 
w is not an interior factor of X, there exists d in X*, such that wuw = qdp" (see Sec- 
tion 4.1). This induces the following decomposition of w and u:w=qdlpl= 
q2d3P', and u=qld2P2 (or pluq2 is in X) with dl,d2,d3 in X*, and (Pl,ql) and 
(P2, q2) in S. 
But uq~=o(o and pluq2 is in X*. Thus, ploq2 is also in X*. Hence, since 
wow=qdlploq2d3P' and since dlplOq2d3 is in X*, ((wow)~,)s.t= 1. 
Thus, the two matrices (wuw)¢/and (wow)~, have the same non-zero entries, and 
hence are equal. 
Corollary. I f  w is in A* \ F and wq~ is an idempotent of M(X*), then w3~ is an 
idempotent of  Pet(X*). 
Proposition 4.11 [4]. Let G be a group in M(X*), with unit wq~, such that w is in 
A* \  F. Then K=(w~)(Ga-1)(w~) is a group in Pet(X*), with unit w3¢/, and a in- 
duces an isomorphism from K onto G. 
Proof. (a) By the above lemma, w3~ is an idempotent in K. 
(b) Let up and v~, be in Ga -l. Then, utp and o~o are in G and, as such, verify 
(uwwv)~o=(uv)¢. Then, by the above lemma, ((wuw)(wvw))~=(w(uv)w)~. This 
proves that K is a subsemigroup of Pet(X*). 
(c) Now, let u~, be in Ga -l. There exists a word v such that wtp=(uwwv)tp= 
(vwwu)~o, and by the lemma, we obtain w3c/=(wuw)gl(wvw)~=(wow)~(wuw)~¢. 
Thus, K is a group with unit w3~,. 
(d) Finally, Ka = G by construction and a is injective when restricted to K. In- 
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deed, let u~g be in Ga -I and suppose (wuw)c/a=wtp. Then, (wuw)tp=wtp. But 
(wuw)tP = uq~. Thus, uq~ = wtp and the kernel of the restriction of a to K is trivial. 
4.4(c). Proof. We first show that a :  Pet(X +) ~ S(X +) is a Ll-morphism. By Pro- 
position 2.1, it suffices to prove that, for each idempotent e in S(X+), ea -1 is in 
LL So, let f be an idempotent of ea -l. 
Since f is in Pet(X +), there exists a non-empty word w such that f=  w¢/. Then, 
e = w~0. Since X is finite, and w is not empty, there exists k > 0 such that w k is not 
an interior factor of X, and since e = wktp and f= wk~ ,, we can suppose directly 
that w is in A* \ F. Then, the last proposition applied to the group G = {e} shows 
that f(ea-1)f is isomorphic to G and thus is equal to {f}. Thus a is locally trivial. 
We now show that a :  Pet(X*) --, M(X*) is aperiodic. By Proposition 2.1 it suffices 
to prove that for each idempotent e of M(X*), ea -1 is aperiodic. By the above 
result, it is at least true for all idempotents e of M(X*) suc that there exists a non- 
empty word w with e = wtp. So we must only consider the case where e = lip and 
lv/~-I = {1}. 
So, let H be a group in ltpa -1, and f its unit. I f f  is not ids= 1~, there exists a 
non-empty word w such that f=  w~. Now, since H is a subset of K=f(l{oa-l)f  
and since K, after the above result, is trivial, H is also trivial. 
I f f  is ids, suppose that H is not trivial and let w~ be in/4, with w a non-empty 
word. Since Pet(X*) is finite, there exists an integer k>0 such that wk~,=ids . 
But w k is a non-empty word and we obtain thus a contradiction. Hence, 
a: Pet(X*) ~ M(X*) is aperiodic. 
Example. Consider X= {aa, ab}. For this language, a:Pet(X*)-*M(X*) 
aperiodic, but is not a Ll-morphism. Indeed, the minimal automaton of X* is: 
a 
/ - - - - -N  
1'  2. 
a,b 
and thus, M(X*) is generated by 
[~ 10] and [~ ~] 
and it is easy to verify that 
1 01]q~-'=(a2)*. [0 
The flower automaton of X is: 
a a 
/ - - - - -% /- - - - - - -% 
2-" 1'  3 
a b 
is 
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Thus, Pet(X*) is generated by: 
E0111 u= 1 00  and v= 00  . 
000 10  
No non-empty word represents ids. One can check easily that ltpa - l  is aperiodic, 
but non-trivial (it contains id s and u2). 
5. Main result 
5. I. Recognizing X = Y % Z 
Let Z be a code on A and Y be a code on B. Let tp : B*-~A* be an injective mor- 
phism with Z = B~, and X= Y~ = Y o Z. In this section, we denote by ~I = (Q,F, l) 
either the flower or the sagittal morphism of Z and by Q its representation. We shall 
use the following property of both these automata: for each state q in Q \ { 1}, there 
exists a unique simple path from 1 to q. Let uq be its label. We define also u~ to 
be the empty word. Notice also that, if a is in A and p and q are in Q with q~l ,  
such that (aO)p,q = 1, then Uq = Upa. 
Proposition 5.1 (Pin-Sakarovitch [6]). Let M be any monoid (resp. semigroup) 
recognizing Y* (resp. Y+). Then, M~Sag(Z*) and MoPet(Z*)  recognize X* 
(resp. Mo Sag(Z +) and M ~ Pet(Z +) recognize X+). 
Proof. Let z = tp-~: since ~ is injective, z is a rational function z :A*  ~ B*. We shall 
build a matrix representation (A, ll, v) for v such that A~CB*aA~.  We define 
and v in (B*°)Q by 
Al=v l= l  and, fo ranyq inQ\{1},  Aq=vq=O. 
II is the morphism A *-~ (B*°) QxQ defined, for each letter a in A and for each p and 
q in Q, by 
III = idQ; 
(all)p, q -- 0 if (aQ)p, q ~. O; 
(all)p,q=l if (aQ)p,q=l and q~:l ;  
(all)p,q=(upa)T if (aQ)p,l= 1. 
The following lemma makes explicit the definition of II. 
I~mma. A~CB*oA*~.  Further, i f  w is in A* and p and q in Q, then either 
(wll)p,q=(Zl .'. zn)z where upw=zl  ... ZnUq with the zi's in Z and Up a left factor of 
zl, or (wll),, ¢ = O. 
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Remark. This second statement signifies that the (p, q)-entry of w is obtained by 
decoding w, when read from p to q. See the following figure 
1 
\ 
state p state q 
u,l, ,1 
A A A A I 
zl z2 "'" zn uq 
proof. The first statement is obvious since it is true for the images by/z of the letters 
and of the empty word. 
We prove the second statement by induction on the length of w. It is true if w 
is of length 0 or 1 by definition of/z. Assume now length of w to be k > 1 and set 
w= w'a with a in A. 
Let us consider p and q in Q, with q ¢ 1. 
Suppose that UpW=Zl .'.ZnUq with the zi's in Z and Up a left factor of zl. Let r 
be the last state but one of the simple path 1 ~q.  Then, uq=ura and (ala)r,q= 1. 
And we have UpW'=Zl ... ZpUr. Hence, by induction, (w'/a)p,r = (zl "'" zn)z and thus, 
(Wlg)p,q = (W'll)p,r(all)r,q = (Zl  " ' "  Zn)V. 
Conversely, if (wla)p,q~eO, there exists a unique state r in Q such that (w'ia)p,r ~eO 
and (ala)r,q¢O. Since (ala)r,q¢O and q¢  1, (alZ)r,q= 1 and Ura= Uq. Further, by in- 
duction, (w'lz)p,r = (Zl "'" zn)r with the zi's in Z, UpW'=Zl ... ZnUr and up a left factor 
of zi. But then, upw=upw'a=z l . . . znu# and hence (Wfl)p,q=(Wtfl)p,r(a].l)r,q= 
(z~ ... zDr .  
The proof in the case where q = 1 is treated similarly. 
We now return to the proof of Proposition 5.1. First we prove that (A,/z, v) is a 
matrix representation of z: 
Note that wr is not empty iff there exist bl ,  . . . ,  bn in B such that w= (bl -.-bn)tp. 
This is equivalent to the existence of z~, ... ,zn in Z=Btp such that W=Zl ... zn, and, 
in this case, wr = bl "" bn = (Zl "'" zn)r. 
Now, if (w/z)l, l = 0, then, by the above lemma, w is not in Z* and hence wr = ~. 
If (w/z)l, l ~e 0, there exist z l , . . . ,  Zn in Z such that (w/a)1,1 =(zl "" Zn)r, and this hap- 
pens iff w = zl"'" zn. Hence (w/z)l, l = wz. 
So, (2,/z, v) is a matrix representation of z. 
Let now ¢/" B*~M be a morphism recognizing Y*, i.e., there is a subset T of 
Msuch that Y*= Tu./-l. ¢/ induces a morphism from B*DA*Q into MoA*Q,  and 
composing it with/z, we obtain a morphism from A* into M~A*Lo. 
Let R= {s~A*lu~u](s)l,1 e T}.  Then, 
R(lav,/)-i= {w~A*[ (wla¢/)l,l ~ T} = {w~A* I (w/z)l, l ~ TO/-l= Y*} 
= {w~A*l wr~ Y*}= {wEA*[ w~-ZE Y*}= Y*~=X*. 
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Thus, M D A*O recognizes X*. 
Taking ~':  B* ~ S a morphism of semigroups recognizing Y+, T' = Y+q/, and 
R'= {s~A+lzq/l(S)l.l ~ T'}, we could prove similarly that SDA+Q recognizes y+. 
5.2. Groups in M(X*) 
Note that for any language L in A, M(L) and S(L \ { 1 }) have the same groups. 
Keeping the same notations as above, we have 
Theorem 5.2. Let X = Y o Z be a composed code, where Z is finite. For any group 
G dividing M(X*), there is a finite set of  groups GI, G2, ..., Gn dividing M(Y*) and 
a group H dividing M(Z*)such that G divides (GI x G2 x'--  X Gn)°H. The same 
result holds if  we replace the syntactic monoids by the syntactic semigroups of X +, 
Y+ and Z +. 
Remark 1. The result is mainly interesting when Y is rational. 
Remark 2. More special results have been obtained for Sushkewitsch groups of 
prefix codes. See [1]. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, M(X*)<M(Y*)  D Pet(Z*) and, then, by Proposition 
3.4, the groups dividing M(X*) divide a product (G1 × "" ×Gn)DH where 
G1, ..., Gn are groups in M(Y*) and H is a group in Pet(Z*). But Theorem 4.9 
proves that the groups in Pet(Z*) are exactly the groups in M(Z*), and this com- 
pletes the proof. 
Corollary 5.3. Let H I and HE be varieties of groups. I f  M(Y*) is in til and M(Z*) 
is in ti2, then M(X*) is in Ill *HE. In particular, for H=I,  i f  M(Y*) and M(Z*) 
are aperiodic, then so is M(X*). 
Proof. It is an immediate application of Theorem 5.2. 
Let us recall that for any rational code X, the syntactic monoid M(X*) has a 
Sushkewitsch group called the Sushkewitsch group of X and denoted by G(X) (see 
[1]). Using the same notations and hypothesis as above and assuming Y to be 
rational. Theorem 5.2 translates into the following 
Proposition 5.4. G(X) < G(Y) n ~ G(Z). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.2, M(X*) divides M(Y*) [] Pet(Z*). Let D2 and D1 be the 
minimal or 0-minimal idea of M(Y*) and M(Z*). By Proposition 4.9 
a : Pet(Z*)-,M(Z*) is an aperiodic morphism. Then Dla -1 is an ideal of Pet(Z*) 
and its groups are also groups in Dl. So, D'=D2oDI  a- l  is an ideal of 
Groups in the syntactic monoid of a composed code 319 
M(Y*) [] Pet(Z*). 
Now, since M(X*) divides M(Y*)oPet(Z*), by Proposition 2.2, there exists an 
injective relational morphism r: M(X*)--*M(Y*) [] Pet(Z*). By Proposition 2.2 
again, r is aperiodic. Thus D'r-I is an ideal of M(X*) and its groups are groups in 
D'. Next M(X*) admits a minimal or 0-minimal ideal D and hence D is contained 
in D 'r-l. Therefore there exist GI,. . . ,  G,,, groups in D 2 and there exists H, group 
in DI such that GO() divides (Gl x . - -×Gn)oH by Proposition 3.4. But the Gi's 
are subgroups of G(Y) and H, being also a group in D2, is a group in G(Z). Thus 
GO() divides G( Y) n D G(Z). 
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